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Me & Lattice QCD

My last contribution to the 

lattice QCD community.

Some time ago …



DSIP: Data Science for Industry & Physics

Machine Learning 

Learn from data Predictive models
Predict on novel data

Industry
Agriculture

Physics



ATLAS experiment

The separation of b-quark initiated jets from those

coming from lighter quark flavors is a fundamental 

tool for the ATLAS physics program.

Flavor tagging
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Automated feature 

selection A. di Luca



CSES - Limadou

CSES - CHINA SEISMO ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SATELLITE
Italian Collaboration - LIMADOU PROJECT
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Scintillator planes

Particle identification 

and characterization
F. Follega



Dst – Geomagnetic Equatorial index

Forecast of Geomagnetic storm

1989 Geomagnetic storm caused a nine-hour outage 

of Hydro-Québec's electricity transmission system

ML/DL for predicting a few hours 

in advance the next storm
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NN outperforms standard 

reconstruction method
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T. Ackernley



Theoretical Physics



Machine Learning

What is machine learning (formally)?

Domain set. Set of objects

One point is a vector of features

label set. Is the target. 

Can be a discrete set or 

a continuous variable

Correct function
Mapping x to y *

UNKNOWN !!

Predictor
Output of the 

LEARNING process

* The existence of this function is a strong assumption



Machine Learning

What is machine learning (formally)?

The learner want to reduce the probability that given a     

randomly picked

Minimize the 
error function

This is what guides the learning 



Machine Learning

Minimize
the error function

than compute

Need         probability distribution to 

extract samples from 

The learner want to reduce the probability that 

given a     randomly picked

is unknown

is unknown



Machine Learning

Minimize
the error function

is unknown

is unknown

We have ONLY the training samples

EMPIRICAL RISK 
(minimization)

Training data: 

observations as can be from an experiment



Machine Learning

Problem recap.:

We want           , the predictor, to be equivalent to                

on the whole            domain

BUT

We have access only to a finite number of samples

Without knowing how the                       have been extracted (       unknown)

How do we choose           ?

After the predictor           can reproduce          on the samples available, 

how do we know that it will work on new samples?



Algorithms work fixing parameters to reproduce           :  we have  

Machine Learning

How do we choose           ?

After the predictor           can reproduce          on the samples 

available, how do we know that will work on new samples?

Many different algorithms available to approximate the target function

We need a learner: a way to fix the       exploring the space 

of all the possible               

Overfitting, bias, 
REPRODUCIBILITY



(short)  digression on reproducibility
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Algorithms work fixing parameters to reproduce           :  we have  

Machine Learning

How do we choose           ?

After the predictor           can reproduce          on the samples 

available, how do we know that will work on new samples?

Many different algorithms available to approximate the target function

We need a learner: a way to fix the       exploring the space 

of all the possible               

Overfitting, bias, 
REPRODUCIBILITY



Physics



Ising

Phase transition at 

Magnetization is the 
order parameter

Susceptibility



Ising

Susceptibility

Finite size system phase transition characterized by 
scaling law

Critical exponents

Universality class

Spin-spin correlation function



Ising - MCRG



Ising - autoencoder



Ising: RG-autoencoder

Sampling confs using MC for large lattice size Use autoencoder as RG trafo to compute the exponents

Inspired by MCRG method [Swendsen 1979; Ron, Brandt, Swendsen 2017]



Ising: RG-autoencoder

Truth:



Ising: RG-autoencoder



Ising: phase transition (with AE)

Phase transition at 

Magnetization is the 
order parameter



Ising: phase transition (with AE)

Learn phase transitions with Autoencoders

Convolutional layers 2x2

Network trained with confs at 

1 latent variable

MCMC to generate confs at T in the range

Look at the latent representation       of the confs



Ising: phase transition (with AE)

The distribution of the latent variable clearly 

change with 

Define “expectation values” from 

this latent representation

What is the network learning?



Generate configuration with fixed ratios of up and 

down spins and look at the value of the latent variable. 

What is the network learning?

Confs used to train the network are of and    not

fixed ration means abundance of ones with respect to zeros.

Fraction of positive spins vs latent value is 

perfectly linear.

The network 

is learning

Ising: phase transition (with AE)



XY: phase transition (with AE)

2D XY has Kosterlitz-Thouless transition

Topological charges (vortices)  



Learn phase transitions with Autoencoders

Convolutional layers 2x2

Network trained with confs at 

1 latent variable

MCMC to generate confs on a range of T that 

include the transition

Look at the latent representation       of the confs

XY: phase transition (with AE)



Even in this case the distribution of the latent 

variable clearly change with 

XY: phase transition (with AE)

Use the standard deviation of      as order 

parameter

What is the network learning? NO IDEA



Learn Physics - provocation

Many ways of using ML in physics

Can we use ML to develop a NEW way of making predictions on 

physical phenomena WITHOUT using all the “classical” language?

Does this correspond to an analogous 

comprehension of the physical world? 



Learn Physics - provocation

Is the unique/best way to predict the 

trajectory of two “massive” (?) bodies?

Observed

Observed

Predict



Thank you


